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THE PERSISTENACITY OF PUBLIC ADDRESS

Sung to the_tune of the Peter Pan Peanut Butter commercial jingle:
. "Do you

believe in public speaking? Ya-gotta believe)---" Our meeting "mOtto" calls us

to survey, and analysis, not to debate or persuasion, and yet the title of my

paper and the one to follow seem to imply the defense of a public speaking orienta-

tioil vs. a defense of interpersonal communication in the basic course. Yet I'm

not sure if I'm affirmatiNk or negative--for good ol' status quo public speaking--
,

or,if interpersonal communication has become the'status quo and I'm the one

advocating a changeback to good ol' public speaking. HoWever, l have recently

become a local politician, and have therefore acquired some experience in

mugwumping and an earnest desire to please all the,people all the time. I hesitate

to offend those of you who', like one of the participants eiAluating the October,

1975'Southern Speech Communication Workshop on the Basic Course, see "the ipfight

1 t;

among Speech (Public Speaking) and Interpersonal people" a a not useful. Despite

my need to refer to interpersonal communication in discussing the persistenacity

of public address, then, I hope you will find that I have left my "6tamp'Out
tee

Interpersonal.Communication" b tton at home.
A

This analysis will use tw basic divisions: a alscussion of description,

in telms of what the basic covrse is, and a discussion of prescriptionf in teims

of what speech profegaio als and-ot\hers think that the basic course should be.

Because of my limitations and those)of our field, neither area ,,41l be complete

or definitive,-but perape he discuss,ion will be thought-provo,Lg and "further

study-generating" rather than simply provoking;

Let's look first at the descriptive area. In analyzirfg or examining the
,1

basic course in order.to determine its compositiOn, welrequenUly think of one

, major component as the "courae.content,".including both theory and pracpt6e.
r-

) p

tliaper presented at the Southern Speech' ommunication Association Convention;
San Antonio, Texas, April 8, 1976.
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We have had, through the years, a number of surveys.which study the content

of the basic course. Norman T. London in 1964 cited surveys on the purpose

and nature of the first course in speech`publighed in 1949, 1950, 1952, and

1956.
2 The earlier surveys as well as London's own survey showed an overwhelming

public speaking
4,

orientation. In the London survey, more specifically, the

"extemporaneous speakine method was being given major emphasis in teaching

4,
and practice in over 90per /ant of the institutions reporting. Dedmon and

Frandsen, also in 1964,4found that over half the required first coursea in

institutpne responding ito their survey described their courses as "practical

public speaking" course

of appioaches witkpubli

Iri October, 1967, al

was then th- dergradua

Communication , sociatio

cftmittee charged with t

in 1968 what they consid

and that an additional 30 per cent used a combination

speaking as the major emphasis.3

systematic effcrt began-, under the auspices of what .

se Speech Instruction Interest Group of the Speech

, to monitor the status of the,basic course. 'hie

s responsibility.used the survey method, obtaining

ed to be a te-iresentative sample of the basic course,

in junior colleges, colleges, and

4-

findin
.1 4

It 1.6 apparent that since 1963-64, a sizable number of schools
have shifted their."declared" emphasis from. Anblic speaking

*or fundamentala to communication or hmultiple".approaches.
Nevertheless, the b'asic course in nearly 50 per cent,ce the
colleges,'universitiès,,and junior collegea continues to have
public speaking or fundam9fals emphasis.5

universities.
1

4
The group reported these

The committee observed that more than tIle-f N.of the courses used the

term "public speaking" or "fundamentals" in t course title. Further, detailed

analysis of t data from the schools' indicat that the course content of many

reporting a "communica'tión" orienation actuaVy entered on what the committee

considered public speaking, and tha-t-the text ooks mos frequently used, even

-in ma7 of the "communication" courses, had a public address emphasis.
6
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The second and most recent of the surv

1

ys'in the SCA'e jffort toonitor the
li

:tatus Of the basic course was reported.in'19747 based on a survey.made in late.
.

,

1973. The.committee found that, coMpared to1 fiye years befOre, there-was An
i

. I

apparent reduction In cour es emphasizing publ g speaking, fUndamentals, and
r-\,'

'voice and articulation, and an increase in, courekuiphasizin 4 a multiple approach.

The multiple approactliwas named by the largest group, 39.4 per coMmunication
A

. ,

was reported 'by 24.5 per cent; public speaking,by 21.3 per cent; d ifundamentals

by 12.8 per cent. It might be obvious,to thoughtitil readers that Ukone-choice
4 ,

categorizing labels listed without definitiOn or d4criptiOn to.guide resirnd s

or later report readers'seem to overlap and are'ambiguoUs.,.*The'Course,th

"communication," for instance, could easily emphasize_public address4-yet I Might

.label it "communication" for the soUrse catalog and on the survey form io make.it

seem more palatable or "with it. 119

The committee itself speculated, as in the earlier survey, thai.the apparent

change in orientatioh Might e more a change in name than a change.from the

-

traditional public speaking course content. ,Detaled data revealeds that a large

majority of those reporting required the delivery of,4.to 10 speeches and many'

,:required 1 to 3 speeches. Much course time was given to public speaking-reIated

10
lecture topics. Further, the most frequently used textboOks were still

public speaking oriented, although interpersonal textbooks were increasing in

. popularity.
11

As the authors state in their summary, "courses may have been

re-named or designated as 'cOmmunication' courses or courses reflecting a

'multiple' approach (including 'cqmmunication') because of the assumed attractive-
..

12-ness of the word communication.H-

The committee survey also concluded that among all types of courses, despite

.

some suggestion.in our journals that theory-only courses should supplant-theory

and practice courses, 13 the large majority of Courses used a combination of

theory and practice, with more time spent on performance than on theory in,all

types of beginning coueMEt.
14
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It is also evident that of he many articles concerning specific improve-

, ments in tile basic course in the 1 60's and 1970's (except those Suggesting a

change to ihe interpersonal approach), almost all envisioned the public-address

oriented basic, course as the setting or context.4or the authors' suggestionj

concerning team teaching, use of model speeches and common materials, contract

grading, simulation games, closed=circuit televtsion, and videotaping. 15 Unless

the various authors of recent articles,.from many universities and training

backgrounds, ,have been completely inspsitive to trends, their basic assumption

of a public address course seems to speak to what is still the "norm."

Surveys haVe attempted fo discover what the basic course composition is

with regard to contentr=the theories and skills that are taught and/or practiced.

It is clear frOM our earlier dii;dussion that our surveys are imperfect with

-

regard to designating and describing what we mean by our categories when we ask

respondents, to categorize, and we are left.with educated guesses in that.area

of course (3mpoaition Course composition can also include the consumers of the

course. Let's dee.if, we fare better in discussing who takes the basic course.

-Our yery definition Of the basic cour

'of content., seems to.stem to some degree

since we can't generalize on the basis

from the course consumers. The 1968

SCA committee survey defined,the basic course as "... that,course either
. ,

required or recommendedlor a signficant number of undergraduates; it is that
9

speech course,which Ole department either has [recommended) or would'recommend
'i

'as'being required for all or most undergraduates if the college administration

?asked,it to name a course.so required."16 Bert Bradley acce'pts this
,.

def19ition in lieu of a more precise one as a basis for his di,scussion of the

baic course; noting thp.t the wide variance in course content does not enable us
n.

.

to use cOntent as a basis for definition.17

Who, then,.are the consumere? We can generalize little about..them
/

except that they aresthose undergraduates who are guided, by .iequirement or,

6
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recommendation, in1to speach course. .The surveys discussed earlier.

reVeal that the 1ge majority of undergraduates are still reguired to take the

basic co*se. The most recent SCA survey showed that course enrollments in
a

most institutions in 1973 were stable or increasing over five years before,

and that the growth rate in the basic course was the same as or greater than

the overall institutional growth pattern. The most recent class size reports

indicate,aS did earlier reports, that classes are kept small at most colleges

and universities, usually 18 to 22 students.
19

Our description of the consumer of the basic course could also include the

- decision-makers in the various academic curricula or "major" areas who continue

to require or recommend that students in those majors take the basic speech

course. Even the employera,of the-students who take our basic course and the

)
taxpayers who help subsidize it could be considered "far-out" subfactors of

this "consumer" ?actor in our description of the basic course. -Whether the

speech skiiineeds ancrdesires of students, (needs and desires as we see'them

and/or as they see Chem), acadeMic major decision makeis, employers, and taxpayers

is a valid consideration in deciding what the basic course should be is a

matter for our "prescriptive" section.

Another signficant factor in our analysis by description is the teacher of

the basic cour.se. Some of our surveya of the basic course have considered whether

"regular" faculty or graduate assistants teach the course. The most recent

survey found that despite economic pressures, there has been no deciAed trend

toward the assumption by graduate students of a large part'of the basic course

20
load. However, I have found no recent survey of the suitability of the

'

training and experience of instructors of the basic course in qualifying them

to teach whatever approach is taken to the basic course in that instructOr's

college or university. This lack of data in the-descriptive area will weaken

our discussion in the prescriptive area.

4 7
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We have had problems of definition in our attempt to discover what is

happening in the basic course. How ikuch more complex will our task become tiow,

*
as we tura to the views of speech professionals and speech course consumers

O
concerning what should be happening? Let's go back to my opening commercial*.

Following the'original peanut butter jingle beginning, "Do you believe in peangt

butter," Peter Pan inquires, "Do you believe?" All respondents, from

appropriately plump urchins to elderly grandmas, reply cooperatively, "I believe"

in turn. Our beliexers in public speaking are among the most respected names.

in the profession. Among'them are authors of textbooks and new editions of

textbooks since 1970 who' apparently have made believers out of their publishers.

For example, a,new 1972 basic course textbook by Bert Bradley states that "this

book is focused upon the beginning course in oral communication or public

speaking.'
2i

Charles Gruner, Cal Logue, Dwight Freshley, and Richard Huseman

in their 1974 basic course textbook
22

make strong points in the preface for the

persistenacity of public _address, although they nod to the interpersonal trend

by including chapters on interpersonal communication. In a,1976 text which

emphatically moves "back to fundamentals" as its title declares, the same

authors state specifically, "Whereas our book Speech Communicdiion in Society

[1972] was wtitten for the badic coUrse which includes both public speaking

and interpersonal communication, this work...is written for the public-speaking

oriented course...in general this is a new work. u23
Bryant and Wallace, in

their fourth edition of the short version of their basic course textbook (1976),

make specific reference to "some of the other important points of view" in

the field (including the interpersonal approach), which they suggest as

additional readings at the ends of chapters
.24

Obviously, however, in revising

.both this text and the fifth edition of their longer and even mbre popular

Fundamentals of Public Speaking,
25

which are both definitely oriented toward



4.
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public speaking, Bryant and Wallace are believers. Although rummaging in my

own attic could_hardly qualify as a scholarly and accePtable survey, I note

that tbere are on my shelves 14 basic course textbooks out since 1970 that do

not even mention interpersonal communication; their contents do not seem

influenced to any significant degree by the interpersonal approach.

On the other hand, or.1:,' one of the 17 13redominantly interpersonal textbooks

on my shelves othitsany r(eference to public speaking. Some at least acknowledge

the past predominance of public address before defending their departure from,

it. moat incorporate some ''public spe'akini skills" into a basically

interpersonal textbook, apparently saying with Borpman and Bormann that "We

have not...igonored the still-usefuI tradition that comes from a study of

1

rhetoeic and public speaking in regard to such mateors as the use of evidence,

the Organization of messages, and the delivery of public speechea."
26

In

the preface to the second edition of their basic text, Wiseman and Barker

'observe thar":..many sch ls recognize that while communication theory and

ideas are important, theory and praceice in public speaking are still vital;

-
and we retain key appe s of the latter."

27 Brooks states in his preface to

the seCond edition of his popular Speech Communication that he rejected a

nar'?ow treatmedt in his introductory text because "It was clear that the

students and teachers uaing the text appreciated the broad approach that

provided a framework for relating intrapersonal, interperson5,1, public, and
, 4

cultural communication."
28

As interpersonal.authors have included material on public speaking, so

public address authors have included interpersonal themes. Baird, Knower,
Ao

6

and Becker in the fourth edition of-their basic text report that."Though

Essentials of General Speech Communication'does not mi41106 iormal speaking,

4
it enlarges e to focus on a variety of the .communication experiences

which d student wil encounter in the post-academic world.
29

V
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Wiseman and Barker ven go an far ati to ntate that public speaking

should be considered an interpeetional comamnication: "The intent of our.firnt
#

editiOn was to stimulate students to view yublic speaking its interpersonal

communication...The second edition maintains the poaition that public speaking

should be incerpersonn1 in nature...
u30

. Tubbs and Moss seem to concur,

repoeting that they place public speaking "Within the total context of htiman

t-
communication" and asserting that most of the material on,interpersonal

31
t communication can be applied by the public speaker as well. Gruner and.

to1leagues have the same idea with "reverse emphasis"; they cite Brigancell

bdiief that public speaking should have many of the characteristics of

"enfprged conversation,'" adding that "The study and practice of public

speakNg can, make a person a setter speaker in all situations"--obviously

implyinA that public speaking skills can be applied to iiterpersotial

communicattlion. 32

It is clte*r that many recent textbooks are including material which4

-,,

could be designated "interpersonal to a greater or lesser degree. Their
\

.

prefaces prescribe an interpersonal approach, a public speaking approach, or

a "combination" appr9ach. Rationales for these recommendations are often

included in the prefaces and are more fully developed in journal articles

by textjéok authors and other speech professionals. However, Bert Bradley

uses a number of/journal articles to show that we often disagree about what

interpersonal communication is in the first place. He proceeds to argue,

with his definite propublic speaking bias, tbat we are abandoning public

speaking for interpersonal communication on the basis of faulty assumptions

About both. 33 He advocates further study and research into the purposes

and personnel (1)f the bat4c course and into how best tb serve the per nel,
34

a recommendation with which I heartily concur; In the meantime, however,

let us look at the reasons thasome spdt.ch professionals prescribe public

1 0



spe4king, both theory and practice, in the basic source.

Deft;nders of the public speaking approach, like defenders of interpersonal

communiedtimk, argue Oulu. ih cousumer of the coursethe studentbenefits

from the public speaking approach. Although it in clear, as interperson-

all_sts observe, that people spend farmou communtoation time in interpersonal

situations than in public address situations, 35
defehders of public sddress

do not concede that "time spent" equals relevance or importance. Some authprs

-state or imply that structured, pre-planned "publAc speech" messages are far

36
more difficult and therefore more worthy of study in a college course. But

the traditional view ofthe importance of public address to society as

pre8ent54 in countless.introductory chapters of basic texts is this, as stated

by Grun,er and colleagues in their preface to Speech Communication in Society:

"Itqe have also ored this book for use in public speech-oriented courses

without apology cause we strongly feel that the educated citizen has not

only the right, but the .duty to be a responsible and ,vocal citizen."37 As if

. in answer to the interpersonalists, they add, "...we believe, with Aristotle

that the study of public speaking- is justifiable even if the student does not

subsequeny.practice the craft actively--since he ndeds to know the craft in

order to defend himself against it as used by ale politician, the *alesman,

and the advertiser." 38
Our texts stress critical listening skills'in the

basic course. Bradley cites studies by Kathleen Kendsll and Stacks and

Gordon to show that public speaking may be done much more after graduation

than we thinA it is, and to suggest that we need more researth into the

frequency and importance of the public speaking of college-students after

graduation.
39

There are those who refer to the basic course as the "service" course.

The preceding discussion of tiervice to the consumer was from our more

knowledgeable and experienced (?)ciewpoint aswe coneidered what the student

as an indiv446al and'a group member in society.needs.. Although many of us

1 1
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resist "the customer is always right" philosophy thpt would allow students
0

to tell us what,they'went from the batsic course, nome proponenta of the
0

interpersonal approach une.the "more Satiafied cuatomer" an a reaaon to change.

from public. speaking to the interpersonal approach. 40 Mehrley and Backen

.

discunts the negati.(fe image Qf the public apeaking orientation in the battic'

cmirse and call foi revolutiomar9 change to a communication approach which

will improve our image with stOdents, academic areg:heads who require the

course, and other fdcult.y.
41

Conversations with colleagues from schools

which have begun to emphasize interpersonal communication reveal that theae
1

4

colleagues attribute some of the customer satisfaction to the significantly,

higher grades that have accompanied the change. Robert' M. Smith describes

the far greater popularity of the interpersonal course over the public speaking

course at Wichita State University, where students have a choice. However,

he stateA that its popularity, in his view,is probably due to the fact that

"younger, and somewhat more exciting teachers" teach the interpersonal course,

that students are avoloing public speaking rather than specifically choosing

interpersonal, that students receive slightly higher grades for the interpersonal

course, and other factors which,have "nothing to do with a dichotomy between
-

the content in the specific courses. "42 Some colleagues complain, in

,conversation, that students like the interpersonal course because afl they

have to do is be cooperative and friendly during class and they get A's or

B's in performance.

We have no broad survey data that I'could discover on how atudents

themselves compare and rate the two basic approaches. In January, 1975, I

conducted an unscientific survey at Louisiana Tech University among upper-

level speech atudents who had been exposed to both approaches, and was

surprised to find that 29 of the 35 surveyed felt that both speech majors

and non-majoré would find the pUblic speaking approach in the first course

more valuable than the interpersonal. The same numker felt that in a,multiple12

tu
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approaeh, emphasis should bson public speak ng.,.4Lo Vir.,/,,ga'r1Vey'.of

'University of Iowa Alumni found that although social convetsation4 giving

information, and decision-making with one persoi were used tost frequently;
-

various types of speaking tb a group were ranked a most diffitult. The

alumni recommended the giving of various types°Y.C6CPubliCI4eeChdt ch more.

highly than they recommended various tjpes of interpersonal.activities or

discussion. As Lohr observes, "The results of this study atiggeto; that public

.
speaking trainingshould receive stion;"emphasis in a Fundamentals Speech

Course. Four public speaking activities topped the list of recommended

activiti&i."43 Again, we need more data to draw firm conclusions about

.
stu ent desires. Yet we do have some data which might ilicate that

frequency of later use, popularity, and perceived value might not necessarily
, ,

be tile same.
4

. ,

We also suggested that the majOr academic area decision makers', .the

employers of studenté, and even the taxpayers might be considered consumers

of the basic course. We could become even mor ga ndirect and state that

soCiety as a whole is the consumer. The educat on major who becomes a first
. ....,

grade teacher and influences the speech of his students could illustrate the
,

"ripple" effect. We are given to speculation what these "consumers" need,

but again we lack data.

Some speech departmenwapparently allow other academic areas to choose
/-4

the sort of basic course they will require of their majors.
44

Some of my

colleagues maintain in conVersation that other academic areis wart: their majors

Ilkbe.ts ht.public speaking. But are the academic area.de '--f-.1-makers

aware of their options? Surveys and studies have been made to discover what

communication skills employers want from their employees at various levels,45

but even here our data is sketchy.and.we are not sure employers can make a

i

wise choice if they are not familiar with all our wares.

L 13



In the area.of the'"other consUmers," perhaps we.need to Vito= our consumers

and then survey them. We could fineout which academic areas and which employers
Asir

do not specifically require certain communication courses cir skills for their

personnel, and why.. Other studies of our consumers' needs and.desires--from

our point of view and theirs--could be undertaken.

We have a prescription also conterning the size of the course. We generally

prefer the smaller size class, perhaps 18-22 students, for the course in both

the interpersonal and the public address performance approaches.
46 Although

many of us would not prescribe as ideal a situation in which large lecture

sectionsemphasizing theory arid not practice prevail, acme, such as East and

0
Starkey, have suggested this approach for economic reasons.47 The Ea and

4tarkey approach combines a large leCtureCoourse in rhetoric (200-250 students)

with small performance sections (25-22.students each). Kirn and Taylor,

however; discuss the non-performance "liberal arts" approach which is
, \

analytical and historical and which trains the student in)makinevalue

c
. o'N

judgements
..

and stimulates his imagin ion as a "model" approach,40 and Is

,Bevilacqua offers rhetorical theory to satisfy "students' demand for'Sub-

stantive courses in speech which offer subject matter of historicd1 and
4

philosophical impoilltance."49 Advantages of the non-performance approach

include the economic advantage of using large sections if necessary, but
,

speech professionals who favor a non-performance course and a course using

large rather than small sections seem to be in the minority.

The teacher of the basic course has also been prescribed. Bradley

notes the widespread use of senior faculty members rather than almost

exclvive use of graduate assistants and other junior staff members as had

been expected with budgrt restrictions. He feels that the use of sLior

faculty is "a recognition of the importance -of the basic courses to our

various departments and our discipline." He adds that one important way
_

to' attract students as speech majors is to use "the most.e erienced and

714
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// teacher to be a "good" tearr, we'do weil to question. We domOt have
.

, ..

r 'enough data to prescribe specificalky, but Loren Reed's advice to contemporary
--4

speech-teacher apprentices is this: "Prophecy
t:!
Is h ardous; probably. thosei

,.

successful mem ers Of the dfpartment" in the basic

teacher's success (), attracqweness to studcnts,

major may not be correlated, and although we have

skillg that are necessary for the interpersonal

course.50 Although a

training, and experience

little Idea of the kinds

and the public speaking

-13

'first courses that put a major,IpOphasis on speech ma will continta.,

the majoKity, butithe fundamentals teacher should be training,in grqip
,

Process as well as in speechmaking."51 We agsume, although the assumption

may be false, that most of our first course teachers have training in speech-

making. We prescribe-training in interpersonal skills, buteare we now

equipped, as a profession, to teach-the interpersonal course? Joy' Stewart

says tHat the-interpersonal course "does not require the teacher to be a.

clinical psychologist, but it does require a commitment to students as a

human being."52 'He adds, "Our experience with this,ap oach indicates that

It is sometimes frustrating. The approach requires man changes on the

part of both-students arl teachers."53 The necessary changes were seen

andtstated 'lore bluntly by one of my speech students: "'If you use.this

interperso al approach, too many changes would have to be made. You'd
2

have to bec6le a psychiatrist and I'd have to become psychotic to take

the course."

Again, we lack data.for our prescription of the ideal teacher for

both approaches. Perhaps we should collect data, analyze it, and formulate

guidelines in the building and maintenance of good basic course teachers.

One final criterion: we always prescribe course "effectiveness" as

an obviously implied, if not stated, aseumption. Bradley discusses the

problems we have with determining our effectiveness in the basic course.

He-suggests that false judgments
A

of our purpose nd lack of effectiveness

15
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apparent shIft to interpertonal communication.54 Yet

\ ,14

ublic address approach to the basic course have led to our
r

public speaking

approach was considered e ffective under the _definition of effect veness

used by Faulep, Littlejohn; and'Ayer4k55 We knowtoo little aboUt effec-

dmeness in the basic codrse. Some have found the problem of effectiveness.

to be related to the larger "speech" prob!l.em of uniqueness and specific

purpose: The'February, 1975, presidential message of SCA president Herman
t

Cohen speaks indirectly to our problem,54 as do Oiltner and Henning:57-
,

What, then, shall we cilclu'ae? 'One cOnclusion is that,we know verST
1

,,4itt1e from which to draw a conclusipn. Wneed-to do much, more research.
4.. .- - , 7/
Basically though, we can conlude deseriptively that we find that ,the public

) speaking orieneation, butthat name or any other, is still in use in manY,

r if not most, basic courses. We cane conclude prescriptively that many

textbook authors, adtidistrators, teachers, and thoughtful students feel

%
that the public speaking approach, alone or in combination with other

approaches, codinues to be the most valid for their needs. It i possible,

however, that.the incumbent has become recumbent. We who are interested

, in the public speaking apprbach should bring innovative ideas into our work.
L.....

.
. 1

We should find ways'to'combive public speaking with interpersonal communication

and group discussion; and give trainikig in asking and rpponding to questions

from the audience ifollowing prearranged presibtations. Talkt-back sessions,

one-on-one discussions after the speech, "rev1rse" forums in which the

speaker asks the questions and the audience,members answer, pre- and post-
.

tests, and other means of.combining interpersonal,approaches with public

.1'

; Like peanut butter, public speak g can be combined with other ingredients, ?

such as the jelly of interpersonal c unication, to make ,tal excellent sandwich.'t,
A 1.

s?eaking could be'used.,

1
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\
But alone,or in Combination, public address is persist

4

nt and tenaCi
Z,

just like peanut butter, it sticks to the roof of you course.-\Do you, .
. . ,

ibelieve iix public,speaking? Ya gotta b#liver..!

17
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9Jerry E. Mandel and Ronald.L. Applebaum, in "An Investigation of
Student.,Preferences: Basic Speech'Course Titles and Descriptions," Speech
%eacher, 20 (1971), 146-148, discuss the clear preference that students
haVe. for the term "communication" over the term "public speaking" in,course
titles,-and 'further speculate that the image of "communication" is favorable
and positive because of the many references in the media and,elsewhere to
the need for communication in society.
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